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Abstract: As a key technology in smart healthcare monitoring systems, wireless body area networks
(WBANs) can pre-embed sensors and sinks on body surface or inside bodies for collecting different
vital signs parameters, such as human Electrocardiograph (ECG), Electroencephalograph (EEG),
Electromyogram (EMG), body temperature, blood pressure, blood sugar, blood oxygen, etc. Using
real-time online healthcare, patients can be tracked and monitored in normal or emergency conditions
at their homes, hospital rooms, and in Intensive Care Units (ICUs). In particular, the reliability and
effectiveness of the packets transmission will be directly related to the timely rescue of critically ill
patients with life-threatening injuries. However, traditional fault-tolerant schemes either have the
deficiency of underutilised resources or react too slowly to failures. In future healthcare systems,
the medical Internet of Things (IoT) for real-time monitoring can integrate sensor networks, cloud
computing, and big data techniques to address these problems. It can collect and send patient’s vital
parameter signal and safety monitoring information to intelligent terminals and enhance transmission
reliability and efficiency. Therefore, this paper presents a design in healthcare monitoring systems
for a proactive reliable data transmission mechanism with resilience requirements in a many-to-one
stream model. This Network Coding-based Fault-tolerant Mechanism (NCFM) first proposes a greedy
grouping algorithm to divide the topology into small logical units; it then constructs a spanning
tree based on random linear network coding to generate linearly independent coding combinations.
Numerical results indicate that this transmission scheme works better than traditional methods in
reducing the probability of packet loss, the resource redundant rate, and average delay, and can
increase the effective throughput rate.
Keywords: wireless body area network (WBAN); real-time monitoring; network coding; fault-tolerant;
smart healthcare

1. Introduction
Smart healthcare [1] has attracted more and more worldwide attention due to its advantage of
flexibility, mobility, and ease of constant monitoring of the patient. Smart healthcare, an integration of
various information technologies including Internet of Things (IoTs) [2], cloud computing, and big
data processing, aims at building a remote disease prevention and care platform. As a great driving
force of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the IoT is playing an ever more important role in Intelligent
Manufacturing, the Smart Grid, Smart Cities, Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), Smart Healthcare,
etc. The notion of the IoT can be regarded as an extension of communication networks and the Internet;
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it employs sensing technology and intelligent devices to perceive and recognise the physical world,
conducts calculations, processes and mines knowledge through network transmission interconnections.
Further, IoT realises information exchanges and seamless connections between things and things and
persons and things to effect real-time control, precise management, and scientific decision-making.
In future networks, the IoT will be able to integrate sensors, wireless communication, embedded
computing, cloud computing, big data, etc., and to apply intelligent terminals, mobile computing and
the ubiquitous network to all aspects in people’s daily lives. Therefore, IoT is a key to solve growing
global demand for satisfactory medical services.
As the core technology of medical IoT, wireless body area network (WBAN) can be used
for real-time patients monitoring and home healthcare, has wide application prospects, and
has huge market potential. WBAN can automatically collect human Electrocardiograph (ECG),
Electroencephalograph (EEG), Electromyogram (EMG), body temperature, blood pressure, blood sugar,
blood oxygen, and other life sign parameters from the pre-deployed sensors on the patient’s body
surface or inside their body. This in in order to achieve real-time, convenient, all-weather healthcare
monitoring, thus providing a flexible and effective means for real-time healthcare monitoring of
patients inside and outside the hospital room, and in Intensive Care Units (ICUs). In the recent years,
the emergence of wireless sensor networks in healthcare systems has significantly increased, mainly in
the areas of remote health monitoring, medical data access, and communication with caregivers in
emergency situations. Using WSN, we can easily design a simple but efficient system to monitor the
conditions of patient continuously. Patients can be tracked and monitored in normal or in emergency
conditions at their homes, hospital rooms, and in ICUs.
In most countries, soaring medical expenses and the declining availability of medical services
have become the main challenges to be addressed by medical and health services at present. Because
of the large global population, overall medical resources are relatively scarce. Furthermore, high-speed
economic development will also bring about problems such as population aging, rapid growth of
chronic diseases, and high sub-health ratio. Therefore, smart healthcare becomes an effective way
to fundamentally solve the problem of inadequate and overly expensive medical services by using
information technology to change the existing medical service mode and improve the utilization of
medical resources.
Figure 1 depicts the convergence architecture of smart healthcare. Due to the inherent nature
of a wireless medium, sensors and link failures often occur because of energy depletion, channel
fading, faulty configuration, malicious attacks, etc., in the harsh emergency ward environment.
A traditional fault-tolerant scheme with a resource-hungry backup path would require a large amount
of redundancy. Additionally, traditional reactive fault-tolerant mechanisms provide protection only
after errors occur, resulting in longer delays. Moreover, taking into account the complexity of the
smart healthcare environment, previous schemes cannot be applied directly to healthcare monitoring
systems. Therefore, this article describes the design and implementation of a proactive, reliable
data transmission mechanism with fault-tolerant capacity based on the principle of random linear
network coding. This fault-tolerant scheme includes two aspects: the grouping of greedy nodes
and the construction of coding trees. As long as the gateway receives a sufficient number of linear
independent encoding combinations, original packets can be recovered quickly, even when some
errors occur. Numerical results have shown that this resilience transmission mechanism works better
than previous methods in increasing the ratio of successful deliveries and the effective throughput
rate, and in reducing the degree of resource redundancy and end-to-end delay.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Research progress in fault-tolerance is
reviewed in Section 2. The network model is then formulated in Section 3. In Section 4, details are
presented of how we can generate a spanning tree based on network coding theory. The source-grouping
strategy is described in Section 5. Simulation results are discussed in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 7.
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Figure 1. The convergence architecture of smart healthcare.
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4. Design of Network Coding Tree Algorithm
In our model, it is assumed that all sink nodes can encode and decode packets freely, while
the rock-bottom sensor nodes cannot. When a particular sink node receives original packets from
associated sensor nodes, it attempts to encode the native information into a single message. The sink
node will then deliver those encoded messages. An elastic transmission mechanism following the
principle of random linear coding [29,30] is presented to ensure that the entire sink node information
encoding will be not linearly dependent. This fault-tolerant mechanism consists of two parts: the
construction of a network coding tree and the design of a greedy grouping algorithm.
The construction of the spanning tree used for illustration of the coding relationship focuses on
generating a tree that can associate all rock-bottom sensor nodes Us , while all leaf nodes on the tree
are located among their associated sink nodes Ls . With this method, destination nodes can construct
linearly independent combinations according to the connection relationships of network nodes. The
five-step algorithm to establish the spanning tree is given in detail below.
In the first step, a depth-first search (DFS) or breadth-first search (BFS) strategy can be employed
to scan the full logical topology established by a WSN. In this way, a spanning tree can be produced
with the root node deployed at node Ls .
In the second step, it is assumed that the leaf elements in this spanning tree include some sensor
node Us . If there exist some sensors which are leaf nodes in coding tree, these nodes are denoted as u.
In the third step, the algorithm constantly scans the entire network topology until it finds
a neighbour node Ls of u. We indicate this sink node as x. Note that node u cannot be a child
node of node x.
In the fourth step, the algorithm pollards this coding spanning tree to ensure its leaf elements do
not include any Us elements. In the fifth step, the algorithm continues to pollard unnecessary Ls nodes
if leaf nodes contain any Us elements.
The fourth step of this algorithm can benefit from a spanning-tree construction proposed in the
literature [31,32]. It can be proven that the polynomial time-complexity analysis of establishing this
spanning tree will be O(|V |) , while the time complexities of both the BFS and DFS algorithms are
O(| E|) . The pseudo-code of the network coding algorithm is given in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Pseudo-Code of Network Coding Tree Algorithm.
Algorithm for Constructing Coding Tree
1: Use the DFS (depth-first search) or BFS (breadth-first search) algorithm to search the entire network
topology to generate a node-rooted tree rooted at Ls .
2: If there exist sensors which are leaf nodes in tree, denote it as u.
3: End if
4: Keep on search until finding one u’ neighbor node who is not u’ parent node, denote it as x.
5: connect the node u and x to construct a ring, denote it as C.
6: Traverse all the nodes in ring C until finding one sensor v whose Ls neighbor node w in not in ring C.
7: IF node u and v are already connected, then Cut the loop directly in front or behind v.
8: Else
9: Cut the ring on both sides of v, Repeat steps 4–6 until tree trimming ends.
10: End if
11: keep on Pruning trees until There is no leaf node in the tree.
12: The algorithm ends.

In order to better explain the implementation of the coding tree, below is a concrete
implementation example. The example network topology is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4a depicts the
result of DFS search with C as the root node. Using the steps 2–6, we can get the result in Figure 4b.
Figure 4c,d depict cutting off the corresponding edge and trimming off excess leaf nodes.
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5. Design of Greedy Grouping Algorithm
Without loss of generality, this paper considers the case of a multi-channel multi-interface WSN
with a single gateway. The network topology is layered, based on the hops between each sink node and
the gateway. Each level of sinks is associated with a group of sensors that continuously monitor mining
status and periodically collect data in the smart healthcare environment. It is assumed that Li and Ui
respectively denote the ith level of the sink and sensor sets. Sink nodes normally converse over two
orthogonal radio channels. One channel communicates between the sinks to construct the underlying
infrastructure, while the other is responsible for communications between the sinks and sensors. This
ensures sinks and sensors work simultaneously without mutual interference. The levels of sink nodes
occupy the wireless channel using Time Division Multiple Address (TDMA). Each layer of sink nodes
is allocated a special time slot for packet transmission. This means that data transmission in each
level occurs at the same time. Within each time slot, sensors first deliver data to the relevant level of
sinks; the sinks then begin to re-transmit the corresponding data. Typically, each set of sensors and
its associated level of sinks is active only during specific time slots assigned to it. The n source nodes
represent sensor nodes in the active layer in our network model. If each sensor generates a separate
data unit, there will be a total of n data units (from source nodes) that need to be forwarded to the
gateway. Here, the binary linear network coding technique is employed to effectively prevent a link
failure phenomenon. In our proposal, the minimum number of paths is adopted to provide as much
fault-tolerance as possible.
If network latency t is taken into account, the output packet combination can be formulated as in
Formula (1):
L

Yj (t + 1) =

∑ gij Xi (t) + ∑ f j Y ( j)(t)

(1)

i =1

In the network model, it is assumed that sensor nodes collect status information periodically. The
sink nodes preserve sufficient storage space to accommodate native packets, to encode these original
packets and to transmit them. For simplicity, we ignore the delay caused by the encoding operation in
our network model. Therefore, here we can calculate the simplified representation of output packets in
Formula (2) as follows:
L

Yj =

∑ gij Xi

(2)

i =1

For random linear network coding, in Formulas (1) and (2), Xi and Yj represent the input and
output packets, where i and j denote the incoming and output links, respectively. In particular, we use
gij to represent the coding vector generated randomly, L to represent the number of incoming packets,
and Y ( j) to represent the native packets generated by the sink nodes themselves.
Due to the harsh wireless communication environment in smart healthcare, packet corruption
occurs often. Based on the principle of random linear network coding, coded packets are
mathematically random linear combinations of the native packets. Based on the GE theory, destination
nodes can recover corrupted packets with higher probability. Note that the encoding vector gij must
be recorded in the packet header to assist the destination nodes in the decoding process. Because of
the broadcast nature of wireless media, sink nodes can overhear the encoding combinations generated
by neighbours. They can then encode them together and forward them. In random linear network
coding for our proposal, the coding node encodes the incoming packets with the global encoding
vector embedded in the header. The extra fields (or bytes) in messages, as well as storage overhead for
coding functions, can also incur a few expenses, compared with traditional methods. Here, note the
coding conditions in our proposal target WSNs with omni-directional antenna, in which the sensor
and sink nodes are resource-constrained. This means that the memory requirements must be slightly
higher than a delay-bandwidth product. In addition, our scheme uses a dynamic cache update scheme,
which periodically scans expired packets, so the cache space is not very large. While a sink node
can overhear the encoding combinations generated by every sink node in the WBAN, this can create
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a lot of coding opportunities for sinks. At the expense of this overhead, the proposed fault-tolerant
mechanism performs better than traditional schemes in reducing packet loss ratio, end-to-end delay,
and resource redundancy degree, and in increasing useful throughput ratio. Therefore, it is worthwhile
to pay a small amount of overhead.
A set of sensor nodes that dispatch messages can be considered a group. We can assign a label to
a group with a sequence number ID. The decoding process will begin when the destination nodes have
received enough native messages with the same sequence number ID. In random linear network coding,
the packet information and encoding vectors are mixed at each coding node according to a local coding
method. Therefore, the destination node does not need to obtain the knowledge of the whole network
topology and global encoding information to recover the native packets. If the rank of matrix made up
of global encoding vectors is equal to the number of native packets in each round, the native packets
can be released at last. Therefore, as long as the number of linearly independent packets received by
destination node is equal to or larger than the number of native packets, all of the native packets can be
recovered with high probability through the GE method for solving linear equations over finite fields.
The greedy grouping will first select the candidate sensors with the largest number of neighbour
nodes and put them into a grouping labelled as group 1. This selection method can ensure that many
connections with Ls nodes can be kept to produce more coding opportunities. The selection method
continues putting sensors into this group with the same sequence number until the accumulated
degree of this set is not equal to h − 1. When group 1 is complete, a subsequent series of groups
will be constructed in sequence using this grouping strategy until all sensors are covered, when the
greedy grouping algorithm ends. This greedy grouping strategy chooses the source sensors with the
most neighbour nodes at every grouping stage. In this way, our greedy algorithm particularly tries to
create coding opportunities without regarding other factors that may influence network performance.
Therefore, this grouping scheme satisfies the optimal requirement from the local perspective. Globally,
however, the optimal grouping combinations are not necessarily achieved [33,34].The pseudo-code of
the network coding algorithm is given in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Pseudo-Code of Greedy Grouping Algorithm.
Algorithm for Constructing Greedy Grouping
1: Define the variable
2: Stores the scheduled source node, SchdSet = φ;
3: Initialize the encoding group number, coding_lable = 0;
4: Initialize the cluster number, cluster_id = 0;
5: Start grouping
6: Initialize source node index in group, index = 0;
7: Calculate the minimum cut h between Ls and destination node
8: Define a boolean variable Found, If the source node joins the current cluster, it is true, Found = TRUE;
9: While(|SchdSet|<|Us |) do
10: x = φ;
11: i f (index > h − 2|| Found == FALSE) then
12: cluster_id + +;
13: index + +;
14: End if
15: coding_lable + +;
16: x={choose the sensor u with maximum connectivity degree}, u ∈
/ SchdSet
17: i f ( x == φ) then
18: Found = FALSE;
19: Else
20: SchdSet = SchdSet ∪ x;
21: Schedule[cluster_id][index ] = x;
22: Complete a node grouping, jump to the next one
23: End if
24: End While
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24: End While
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stamp, encoding operation, decoding operation, and other statistics. The sensor and sink nodes also
calculate the transmitting times of packets.
In our simulation configuration, we adopt the following method: the traffic flow is established
between each pair of source and destination nodes. This traffic flow would generate new packets
according to the assumed statistical distribution (e.g., Poisson distribution), meanwhile, it would
specify the size of packet and the average rate of generating packets. In this way, we can configure the
dynamic packets. The main simulation parameter values are listed in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Simulation Parameters Settings.
Parameters Value
Attenuation model two ray
Channel capacity 2 Mbit/s
Signal transmission range 250 m
Signal interference range 550 m
Packet size 512 Byte
Output queue type FIFO (First-In First-Out)
Cache capacity 50 packets
energy model generic radio energy model
Simulation area 1000 m × 1000 m

A.

Performance Indicators
In our simulation experiments, we adopted four performance indicators:
Successful delivery ratio

We define the Successful Delivery Ratio (SDR) as the percentage of network traffic received at
destination nodes relative to the network traffic generated at sources. We use this SDR indicator to
weigh the probability of successful packet transmission. A larger SDR means a higher probability of
successful delivery. The SDR is computed using Formula (3):
SDR =

∑dk ∈(S,D) Pr
∑sk ∈(S,D) Ps

(3)

Resource redundancy degree
We define the Resource Redundancy Degree (RRD) as the percentage of redundant network
traffic relative to the network traffic generated at sources. These copied packets consist of two parts:
duplicates and linearly dependent packets. This RRD indicator can be used to measure the cost of the
fault-tolerant mechanism. The RRD can be computed using Formula (4):
n

∑ Ripacket_useless

RRD =

i =1
n

j

(4)

∑ R packet_emitted

j =1

End-to-end delay
We define End-to-end delay (ED) as the sum of the latencies for every message received by
the destination nodes. This ED indicator can be used to weigh the timeliness of the fault-tolerant
mechanism. Because the network coding operation incurs some latency, the ED indicator consists of
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B. Simulation Results and Analysis
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Figure 8. Comparison of the total number of generated leaves nodes between breadth-first search (BFS)
(BFS) and depth-first search (DFS) algorithms.
and depth-first search (DFS) algorithms.

Figure 9 presents the probability of successful transmission as link failure probability changes.
It can be observed that the SDR values of these three fault-tolerant mechanisms shrink as the link
failure probability increases. In particular, the SDR values drop abruptly to zero when the link failure
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probability exceeds 0.3. This is because the NCFM, 1:N and 1 + 1 fault-tolerant mechanisms cannot
receive correct packets in harsh channel conditions when the maximum number of retransmissions is
reached. In addition, we observe that the SDR of the 1 + 1 scheme is more or less the same as that of
the 1:N scheme. This is because we reserve just one backup path to retransmit the lost packet in the
1:N scheme; the difference between the 1 + 1 and 1:N schemes can be shown from the analysis of RRD
and ED. Therefore, we conclude that the fault-tolerant capacity of the NCFM algorithm is stronger
than those of the 1 + 1 and 1:N schemes. Additionally, the NCFM algorithm has an evident advantage
over 1:N and 1 + 1 when the link failure probability is lower than 0.3.
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Figure 10 presents the average latency performance analysis for the three fault-tolerant
Figure 10 presents the average latency performance analysis for the three fault-tolerant mechanisms
mechanisms as the link failure probability increases. The end-to-end delay curve of the elastic
as the link failure probability increases. The end-to-end delay curve of the elastic transmission
transmission mechanism varies with those of the 1:N and 1 + 1 protection mechanisms if the link
mechanism varies with those of the 1:N and 1 + 1 protection mechanisms if the link failure probability
failure probability is zero in perfect channel conditions. When the link failure probability rises,
is zero in perfect channel conditions. When the link failure probability rises, the average latency curve
the average latency curve of the elastic transmission mechanism will become better than those of the
of the elastic transmission mechanism will become better than those of the 1:N and 1 + 1 protection
1:N and 1 + 1 protection mechanisms. This is because the random linear network coding operation
mechanisms. This is because the random linear network coding operation can reduce the number of
can reduce the number of packet transmissions or retransmission times as much as possible when the
packet transmissions or retransmission times as much as possible when the maximum transmissions
maximum transmissions bottleneck is reached. Here it is assumed that a node can finish only one packet
bottleneck is reached. Here it is assumed that a node can finish only one packet delivery each time.
delivery each time. The 1:N fault-tolerant mechanism must continue to switch the backup path for the
The 1:N fault-tolerant mechanism must continue to switch the backup path for the retransmission of
retransmission of lost packets, which results in longer ED. For the 1 + 1 scheme, packet delivery will be
lost packets, which results in longer ED. For the 1 + 1 scheme, packet delivery will be postponed when
postponed when transmissions fail on both the working and backup paths. In particular, the average
transmissions fail on both the working and backup paths. In particular, the average latency curves of
latency curves of all schemes will rise rapidly if the wireless link quality degrades. In this situation, it is
all schemes will rise rapidly if the wireless link quality degrades. In this situation, it is likely that the
likely that the destination node cannot receive sufficient packets for decoding with the NCFM algorithm.
destination node cannot receive sufficient packets for decoding with the NCFM algorithm. Therefore,
Therefore, the ED performance will fail when the link failure probability is greater than 40%.
the ED performance will fail when the link failure probability is greater than 40%.
Figure 11 shows the average end-to-end delay analysis for the three fault-tolerant mechanisms
Figure 11 shows the average end-to-end delay analysis for the three fault-tolerant mechanisms as
as the network traffic continues to increase. The simulation experiments were conducted assuming
the network traffic continues to increase. The simulation experiments were conducted assuming that
that the link failure probability was 8%. As increased network traffic is injected into the WSN,
the link failure probability was 8%. As increased network traffic is injected into the WSN, the average
the average end-to-end delay of the three fault-tolerant mechanisms shows an upward trend. As the
end-to-end delay of the three fault-tolerant mechanisms shows an upward trend. As the number of
number of source packets continues to increase, the ED benefit achieved by NCFM becomes
source packets continues to increase, the ED benefit achieved by NCFM becomes gradually evident.
gradually evident. The reason is that NCFM exploits the encoding function to cut down the wireless
The reason is that NCFM exploits the encoding function to cut down the wireless resource redundancy
resource redundancy with more information. Under some SDR levels, the destination can still receive
with more information. Under some SDR levels, the destination can still receive sufficient packets
sufficient packets to restore the original packets. Therefore, this proactive NCFM algorithm
to restore the original packets. Therefore, this proactive NCFM algorithm outperforms the 1:N and
outperforms the 1:N and 1 + 1 protection mechanisms. The 1:N method in lossy networks can
1 + 1 protection mechanisms. The 1:N method in lossy networks can guarantee the reliability of data
guarantee the reliability of data transmission to some degree, but the latency caused by path
transmission to some degree, but the latency caused by path switching and packet retransmission is
switching and packet retransmission is longer than those of the other two fault-tolerant mechanisms.
Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the 1:N fault-tolerant mechanism is not suitable if
network users have strict real-time demands. The proactive NCFM method can make full use of
limited bandwidth resources to supply fast recovery for delay-sensitive traffic.
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longer than those of the other two fault-tolerant mechanisms. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn
that the 1:N fault-tolerant mechanism is not suitable if network users have strict real-time demands.
The proactive NCFM method can make full use of limited bandwidth resources to supply fast recovery
for delay-sensitive traffic.
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destination can still exploit the received encoded packets to recover the original packets without
retransmission. In particular, the RRD of the 1:N method rises sharply after the link error rate
reaches 0.1. This is because poor channel quality causes much retransmission, resulting in network
congestion, which incurs many more redundant packets. To a certain extent, RRD is similar to the
energy consumption efficiency. We can conclude that the elastic transmission mechanism is more
economical than the 1 + 1 and 1:N mechanisms. Although NCFM increases the data processing burden
of nodes, energy consumption in the computer hardware is much smaller than that needed to process
packet
so this part of energy consumption can be ignored.
Appl. Sci.transmission,
2017, 7, 817
15 of 18
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Figure 14 shows the analysis of the useful throughput ratio for the three fault-tolerant mechanisms.
The simulations were conducted with a link failure probability of 8%. It can be observed that the
useful throughput ratio performance of NCFM is much better than that of the 1:N and 1 + 1 protection
mechanisms. From the comparison results in Figure 14, it can be concluded that NCFM can proactively
offer fault-tolerant functions for native packets only if the network coding condition is satisfied.
Compared with the traditional 1:N and 1 + 1 fault-tolerant mechanisms, we observe that NCFM has
higher transmission efficiency, lower network expenses, and a more reliable fault-tolerant capacity.
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